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PREAMBLE
 
In order to effectuate the provisions ofChapter 392 of the Laws of 1967 (The 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act), to encourage and increase effective and 
hannonious working relationships by reaching agreement on all matters raised by either 
party concerning the terms and conditions ofemployment between the Waterford­
Halfmoon Union Free School District, Saratoga County, New York, and the professional 
employees of the School District represented by the Waterford-Halfmoon Teachers' 
Association1 so that the cause of public education may be best served in the Towns of 
Waterford and Halfmoon, Saratoga County, New York, 
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO on this date ofMay ~, 
2015, by and between the School District and the Association. 
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ARTICLE I
 
RECOGNITION
 
A.	 The School District recognizes the Association for purposes of collective 
negotiations pursuant to the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, as the 
exclusive representative of a negotiating unit consisting of all members of the 
teaching staff and other certified employees of the School District during the 
regular school year, on tenure or probationary appointment, except the 
Superintendent, the School Business Manager, Building Principals, Director of 
Special Education Services and the District Curriculum Coordinator, and except 
employees whose remuneration is based on less than half of the annual salary 
rate for their positions. 
B.	 Unless otherwise indicated, employees in this unit will he hereinafter referred to 
as "teachers". 
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ARTICLE II
 
DEFINITIONS
 
AB used in the Agreement, the following terms shall have the respective meanings 
set forth below: 
I.	 School District means the Waterford-Halfmoon Union Free School 
District, Saratoga County, New York. 
2.	 BOard ofEducation or Board means the Board of Education ofthe 
School District. 
3.	 Superintendent means the Superintendent of Schools of the School 
District. 
4.	 Association means the Waterford-Halfmoon Teachers' Association. 
5.	 Rules and Curriculum Committee, also referred to as the R&C 
Conunittee, is a committee appointed by the President of the Association 
which functions, for example, in the grievance procedure outlined in this 
Agreement. 
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ARTICLE III
 
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE
 
A.	 The District and the Association agree to meet in the Fall of 20 17 to discnss the 
terms of a new contract. Discussion shall take place between a committee 
represented by the Snperintendent of Schools, members of the Board of 
Education and members of the Waterford Teachers' Association. 
B.	 On or about January 15 and no later than January 31 of the last year of the lerm 
of this Agreement, the parties agree to enter into collective negotiations in a good 
faith effort to reach agreement on all matters raised by either party concerning 
the terms and conditions of teachers' employment. Such negotiations may 
include, but shall not be limited to, any of the matters included in this 
Agreement. Upon initiation of this procedure, the parties shall agree upon 
negotiation procedures to be followed. Any agreement negotiated shall apply to 
all teachers, be reduced to writing and be signed by the School Distriet and the 
Association. 
C.	 An impasse in negotiations shall occur if the parties concur that they are at an 
impasse or if they have failed to reach agreement on all items under negotiation 
by one hundred twenty (120) days prior to commeneement of the new fiscal year. 
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GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
 
A.	 Definitions 
1.	 A Wevance is a claim based upon (a) an event or condition which affects 
the terms and conditions of employment of a teacher or group of teachers 
and/or (h) the interpretation Or meaning of any of the provisions of this 
Agreement or any subsequent agreement entered into pursuant to this 
Agreement. 
2.	 An aggrieved person is a person or persons making the claim. 
3.	 A Darty in interest is the person or persons making the claim and any 
person who might be required to take action or against whom action might 
be taken in order to resolve the claim. 
B.	 Purpose 
1.	 The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible 
administrative level, equitable solutioI18 to the problems which may, from 
time to time, arise affecting the working conditions of teachers. Both 
parties agree that these proceedings will be kept aB informal and 
confidential as may be appropriate at any level of the procedure. 
2.	 Nothing herein contained shall be construed aBlimiting the right of any 
individual teacher having a grievance to discuss the matter informally with 
any appropriate member of the administration and having the grievance 
resolved without intervention of the Association. In any case, where the 
issne raised by the grievance affects a group or claBS of teachers and 
involves the interpretation or meaning of this Agreement, the Association 
shall be notified of the grievance and be given the opportunity to be 
present at such resolution and to state its views. 
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C.	 Procedure - Time Limits 
1.	 Since it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as possihle, 
the number of days indicated at each level should be considered as a 
maximum and every effort should be made to expedite the process. The 
time limits specified may, however, be extended, in writing, by mutual 
agreement. However, no grievance may be filed more than 40 school days 
after the alleged grievance has occurred or within 40 school days after the 
aggrieved party becomes aware of the Occurrence which is the basis for the 
grievance. 
2.	 In the event a grievance is filed at such time that it cannot be processed 
through all the steps in this grievance procedure by the end of the school 
year and, if left unresolved until the beginning of the following school year, 
could result in irreparable harm to a party in interest, the time limits set 
forth herein win he reduced so that the grievance procedure may be 
exhausted prior to the end of the school year or as soon thereafter as is 
practicable. 
D.	 Procedure - Stages 
1.	 Level One 
A teacher with a grievance will first discuss it with his/her Principal or 
immediate supervisor, either directly or through an Association 
representative, or through some other person as provided in Paragraph E 
of this Article, with the objective of resolving the matter informally. 
2.	 Level Two 
a.	 If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of this 
grievance at Level One, or if a deeision has not been rendered 
within ten (10) school days after a presentation of the grievance, 
he/she may file the grievance in writing with the Chair of the R&C 
Committee within five (5) sehool days after the decision at Level 
One, or fifteen (15) school days after the grievance was presented, 
whichever is sooner. Within five (5) school days after receiving the 
written grievance, the Chair of the R&C Committee will refer it to 
the Superintendent of Schools. 
b.	 Within ten (10) school days after receipt of the written grievance by 
the Superintendent, the Superintendent win meet with the 
aggrieved person in an effort to resolve it. 
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c.	 If, in the judgment ofthe R&C Committee, a grievance affects a 
group or class of teachers, the R&C Committee may submit such 
grievance in writing to the Superintendent directly and the 
processing of such grievance will be commenced at Level Two. In 
such a group or class grievance, the R&C Committee shall have the 
same status as a grievant. 
3.	 Level Three 
a.	 If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of 
hisfher grievance at Level Two, or if no decision has been rendered 
within ten (10) school days after he/she has first met with the 
Superintendent and the grievance involved a question concerning 
the interpretation or meaning of the Agreement, he/she may file the 
grievance in writing with the Chair of the R&C Committee within 
five (5) school days after a decision by the Superintendent, or 
fifteen (15) school days after he/she has first met with the 
Superintendent, whichever is sooner. Within five (5) school days 
after receiving the written grievance, the R&C Committee may refer 
it to the Board if it determines that the grievance is meritorious and 
that appealing it is in the best interests of the school system. 
Within fifteen (15) sffiool days after receiving the written grievance, 
or such longer time as may be mutually agreed upon, the Board will 
meet with the aggrieved person for the purpose of resolving the 
grievance, provided, however, that the Board may designate a 
Committee of its members to hear the grievance and report thereon 
to the Board, which shall then act on such report. 
4.	 Level Four 
a.	 This level shall apply only to grievances concerning the 
interpretation or meaning of this Agreement. 
b.	 If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of 
his/her grievanee, which involves interpretation or meaning of this 
Agreement, at Level Three or if no decision has been rendered 
within fifteen (15) school days after he/she has first met with the 
Board or its designated committee concerning such a grievance, 
he/she may within five (5) school days after a decision by the Board, 
or twenty (20) days after a decision by the Board, or twenty (20) 
days after he/she has first met with the Board or its designated 
committee, whichever is sooner, request in writing that the Chair of 
the R&C Committee submit such grievance to arbitration. If the 
R&C Committee determines that such grievance is meritorious and 
that submitting it to arbitration is in the best interests of the school 
system, it may submit such grievance to arbitration within fifteen 
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(15) school daY" after receipt of a request by the aggrieved person 
by notifying the Board to that effect. 
c.	 Within fifteen (15) school days after such written notice, the R&C 
Committee and the District will choose an arbitrator from the 
following panel of arbitrators who shall serve in rotating order: 
Jeffrey Selchick, Thomas Hines, and Michael Lewandowski. The 
parties will obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to serve. 
Changes to this list shall be made by the mutual agreement of the 
parties. Arbitration will be held in accordance with the American 
Arbitration Association procedures. 
d.	 The arbitrator so selected will confer with the representatives of the 
Board and the R&C Committee and hold hearings promptly in the 
Town of Waterford and will issue a decision not later than twenty 
(20) days from the date ofthe close of the hearings, or; if oral 
hearings have been waived, then from the date the final statements 
and proofs are submitted. The decision of the arbitrator will be in 
writing and will set forth findings of fact, reasoning and conclusions 
on the issuers) submitted. The arbitrator will be without power or 
authority to make any decision which requires the commission of 
an act prohibited by law. In addition, the arbitrator shall have no 
power to add to, subtract from, or modify the provisions of the 
Agreement in arriving at a decision of the issue(s) presented and 
shall confine the decision solely to the application and 
interpretation of the Agreement. The decision of the arbitrator will 
be final and binding on the parties. 
e.	 The oosts for the services of the arbitrator or arbitrators, including 
per diem expenses, if any, and actual and necessary travel and 
subsistence expenses, will be borne equally by the School District 
and the Association. 
E.	 Procedures - Representation and Records 
1.	 No party in interest, Association representative, member of the R&C 
Committee or any other participant in a grievanee procedure shall be 
penalized or in any way suffer any professional disadvantage by reason of 
participation in the processing of any grievance. 
2.	 Any party in interest may be represented at all stages of the grievance 
procedure by a person of his/her own choosing, exeept that he/she may 
not be represented by an official representative or an officer of any teacher 
organization other than the Association. When a teacher is represented by 
the Association, the Association shall have the right to be present and to 
state its view at Levels 'f\.\.·o, Three and Four of the grievance procedure. 
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3.	 Decisions rendered at Levels Two and Three of the grievance procedure 
shall be in writing setting forth the decision and the reasons therefor and 
shall be transmitted promptly to all parties in interest and to the Chairman 
of the R&C Committee. Decisions rendered at Level Four will be in 
accordance with the procedures set forth in Paragraph D. Subdivisions 
4(c) and 4(d). 
4-	 All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing 
of a grievance will be filed separately from the personnel files of the 
participants. 
5.	 This grievance procedure supersedes and abrogates all other grievance 
procedures. 
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ARTICLE V 
TEACHER - ADMINISTRATION LIAISON 
A. I.	 The President of the Association and/or his/her designated representative 
will meet with each Principal at least once every two (2) weeks dnring the 
school year to review and discuss local school problems and practices. Any 
such meeting may be canceled or adjourned by mutual consent. 
2.	 The President of the Association shall have the right to schednle 
Association meetings in the school before or after school. The second 
(2nd) Tnesday of every month shall be designated as the official meeting 
date of the Association. Faculty meetings should not be scheduled at this 
time. 
3. The President of the Association or his/her representative shall be 
provided ten (10) minutes time at all faculty meetings, if requested by 
him/her, to report on matters involving Association business. 
4. The President of the Association or the building representative shall be 
pennitted to meet with teachers at times and places convenient to them, 
provided such meetings can be scheduled without disturbing the aeademic 
program. 
B.	 The R&C Committee shall meet with the Superintendent and such other 
administrators as he/she may designate and one (1) or more members ofthe 
Board of Education at least once a month during the school year to review and 
discuss current school problems and practices and the administration of this 
Agreement. Such meetings may be canceled or adjourned by mutual consent. 
c.	 Changes and notifications with regard to matters covered in this contract shall be 
made only through negotiations and agreement with the Waterford Teachers' 
Association. 
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D. Changes in Board policy not covered by the contract which directly affect a 
teacher's terms and conditions of employment and are mandatory items of 
negotiations as defined by PERB and the courts shall not be adopted by said 
Board of Education until the Association is notified in writing that such a change 
is being considered and the Association has an opportunity to negotiate the 
impact of such change. 
E. Management Responsibilities - The District is responsible for the operation and 
control of the school system and its personnel as set forth in the Education Law 
of the State ofNew York. This includes, but is not limited to, the right to control 
educational policy, hire teachers and establish budgetary, taxing and other 
financial policies. 
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ARTICLE VI 
TEACHER - BOARD COMMUNICATIONS 
A.	 Written communication of all Board decisions involving presentations or 
proposals by a teacher or a group of teachers, excluding those brought up in the 
course of negotiations, shall follow within thirty (so) days of the date of the 
presentation or proposal. copies going to each teacher involved as well as to the 
President of the Association. 
B.	 If a presentation calls for additional study by the Board, the maximum time 
allowed for the study will be communicated, in writing, to each teacher involved 
as well as to the President of the Association within thirty (so) days ofthe 
presentation. 
C.	 Written notification of the Board's decision will he sent to each teacher involved 
as well as to the President of the Association within thirty (so) days of the 
termination ofthe time allowed for additional study. 
D.	 In either case (Sections A or C) the Board shall communicate, in writing, to the 
appropriate parties its reasons if it turns down a proposal or presentation. 
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ARTICLEVll
 
PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
 
A.	 The Board of Education of the Waterford-Halfmoon Union Free School District 
agrees to deduct Waterford Teachers' Association dues from the salaries of its 
teachers for the tenn of the contract. 
1.	 By June 1 of each year, the Association must certify to the District in WTiting 
the current rate ofits dues. The amount deducted for dues shan not be 
changed except annually. 
2.	 By the last day of the school year, the Association will provide the School 
District with a list of its members who will continue to be employed by the 
District the following Fall and for whom the District is to make a dues 
deduction. Should the School District not have a payroll deduction 
authorization for a teacher on the list, it will notify the Association. New 
teachers will be given the dues deduction information by the employer and 
must present their authorization ten (10) days prior to the first pay period of 
that school year. 
3.	 An accurate list of written authorizations shall be available to the Association 
after the commencement of deductions at the beginning of the school year. 
4.	 Dues deductions for professional associations covered by this contract will 
remain in force on a year-to-year basis unless a teacher requests in writing to 
the appropriate administrative office that such deductions be discontinued. 
B.	 The District shall also provide payroll deductions for the following purposes: 
1.	 Summer pay (eserow). Summer pay deductions as established by the 
Department ofAudit and Control will be based on 26 pay periods for the year. 
The amount withheld for the months of July and August will be paid with the 
last paycheck in June. 
2.	 Health Insurance 
3.	 Tax Sheltered Annuities 
4.	 United States Bonds 
5.	 Teaehers Federal Credit UIrion 
6.	 A specified Individual Retirement Account 
7.	 Section 125: Flexible Benefit Plan 
8.	 Direct deposit of paychecks into the teacher's account of hisfher choice. After 
deductions, a teacher must plaee the remaining balance of their pay in direct 
deposit. 
9.	 Programs in the NYSUT Benefit Trust. 
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ARTICLE VIII
 
SAlARIES
 
A.	 There are attached to this Agreement as Appendix A and made a part thereof, the 
salary schedules for the contract years 2014-2015, 2015-2016, 2016-2017 and 
2017-2018. 
B.	 Those employees who are currently off schedule as of Septemher 1, 2014 (i.e. 
above step 23) are grandfathered and shall receive annual salary increases of one 
and one-half percent (1.5%) for 2014-2015, 2015-2016, 2016-2017 and 2017­
2018. Should any memher of this grandfathered group at any time realize a 
salary helow the salary of the top step, they shall he placed on top step and 
remain there until their employment ends. Effective September 1, 2014. any 
memher reaching the top step of the salary schedule (i.e. step 23) shall remain on 
that step and he ineligihle for any salary increases except for mutually agreed 
upon increases to that top step salary. 
c.	 Professional Graduate Courses 
Teachers enrolled in accredited graduate courses taken in the area of their 
teaching responsihility have the option of selecting full tuition reimhursement for 
the cost of each course or payment per graduate credit hour up to and including 
MS + 45. Effective September 1. 2014, payment per graduate credit hour earned 
will be at the rate of $33; effective September 1, 2015, $34; effective September 1, 
2016, $35; and effective September 1, 2017, $36. Prior recommendation of the 
Building Principal and approval of the Superintendent of Schools for each course 
must be obtai.ned before a teacher will be eligible for tuition reimbursement or 
payment for credit hours. Prior approval forms are available at the central office 
and must he approved hy the Building Principal and Superintendent of Schools 
before the start of any course. No retroactive payments to teachers for credit 
hours earned or tuition paid prior to September 1, 1985 will be made. Payments 
for credits earned will he adjusted one time per year (August) and will include 
payment for all credits and courses completed on or before September 1 of each 
year,	 provided the employee suhmits the appropriate paperwork to the 
Superintendent's office no later than October 15 of that school year. 
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D.	 Tuition Reimbnrsement 
].	 A teacher must submit a receipt showing payment of the tuition to the 
Superintendent's office. 
2.	 Upon receipt of an official transcript by the Superintendent's office, 
reimbursement for tuition will be made directly to the teacher. A teacher 
will not be eligible for tuition reimbursement unless said teacher receives a 
grade of Clevel or better in that particular course. 
E.	 Master's Degree 
Effective September ], 2014, a Master's Degree shall have a value of $800; 
effective September ], 20]S, $8so; effective September ], 2016, $900: and 
effective September 1, 2017, $9S0. Effective September ], 2008, payment for a 
second Master's Degree and/or a Certificate of Advanced Study, taken in the area 
of a teaeher's current instructional responsibility, shall have a value of $300. 
Payment for a Master's Degree will be adjusted one time per year (September ]) 
and will include payment for Master's degrees completed on or before September 
1 each year, provided the employee submits the appropriate paperwork to the 
Superintendent's office no later than October 's of that school year. 
F.	 Guidance Counselors shall receive a differential of 1.]5 times the rate for the 
equivalent BS teacher base. Psychologists shall reeeive a differential of $soo. 
G.	 Extra Teaching Assignments 
Aoy teacher who voluntarily aeeepts an assignment of teaehing duties beyond 
his/her normal teaehing load as defined in this Agreement shall receive the 
following additional eompensation: 
1.	 Extra Class (during the instructional day): 1/6"' of the current BA 
Step 3 salary for each additional period of instruetion equivalent in length 
to the academic period normal for that school on a pro-rata basis. The 
acceptance of the additional period of instruction shall also result in the 
loss of a preparation period. 
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2.	 Other: Additional extra teaching assignments other than teaching 
an extra class will be compensated using an hourly rate with the teacher 
being compensated on a pro-rata basis for the actual time engaged in the 
extra teaching assignment. Effective September 1, 2014, the hourly rate 
shan be $39; effective September 1, 2015, the hourly rate shall be $40; 
effective September 1, 2016, the hourly rate shall be $41; and effective 
Septemher 1, 2017, the hourly rate shall be $42. Additional extra teaching 
assignments shall include, but is not limited to, the following: an extra 
class (outside of the teacher's work day), summer school, tutoring, AlB 
(not in the instructional day), SAT courses, GED courses and Regents 
review classes (after the teacher's work day). This list is not an exclusive 
list. The intent of this provision is to provide for a common hourly rate for 
a variety of extra teaching instructional assignments that occur at the 
present time or may arise in the future and which are not specifically 
addressed elsewhere in this Agreement. 
H. SUIIllI1.er Curriculum Development 
Summer work for curriculum studies or other committee or research work shall 
be reimbursed at the following rate: 
Current Base Step 3 divided by 200 days divided by 7.25 hours equals the 
hourly rate. 
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ARTICLE IX
 
EXTRA PAY
 
A. Coaching 
Coaching salaries will be reimbursed at the rate of: 
Current Base Step 3 multiplied times the coaching percentage listed. 
Position Percentage (%) 
Cross Country, Varsity 5.7 
Cross Country, Modified 3.9 
Field Hockey, Varsity 5.7 
Field Hockey, Junior Varsity 4-4 
Field Hockey, Modified 3.9 
Soccer, Varsity 5.7 
Soceer, Junior Varsity 4.4 
Soccer, Modified 3.9 
Volleyhall, Varsity 5.7 
Volleyhall, Junior Varsity " 4.4 
Volleyball, Freshman 4.4 
Volleyball, Modified 3.9 
Wrestling, Varsity , 7.0 
Wrestling, Junior Varsity 5.4 
Wrestling, Modified 3.9 
Basketball, Varsity 8.0 
Basketball, Junior Varsity 6.1 
Basketball, Freshman 4-4 
Basketball, Modified 3.9 
Baseball, Varsity 5.7 
Baseball, Junior Varsity 4.4 
Baseball, Modified 3.9 
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Position Percentage(%} 
Softball, Varsity 5.7 
Softball, Junior Varsity 4.4 
Softball, Modified 3.9 
Track, Varsity 5.7 
Track, Modified 3.9 
Indoor Track 5.7 
Tennis, Varsity 4.8 
Bowling 4.7 
Golf 4.8 
Cheerleading, Varsity 2.7 
Cheerleading, Junior Varsity 2.3 
The extra pay indicated above will be for the first year of service. For each 
additional year of service, in the same sport, the teacher shall receive an 
additional $50 increase per year. Coaches will receive credit for prior experience 
earned coaching the same sport at Waterford-Halfmoon since September 1, 1974. 
B.	 Activities 
Activity salaries will be reimbursed at the rate of: 
Current Base Step 3 multiplied times the activity percentage listed. 
Activity Percentage (%) 
Advisors, Senior 3.2 
Advisors, Junior 2.6 
Advisors, Sophomore 2.1 
Advisors, Freshman	 · 1.9 
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Activity	 Percentage (%) 
Arts in Education Program Coordinator, Secondary 1.2 
Arts in Education Program Coordinator. Elementary 1.2 
Clubs, High School and Elementary 0.7-2.0 
Drama, High SchooL 
Drama, Elementary 
4.0 
2.2 
Elementary Safety Patrol Club Advisor 
Elementary Fire Prevention Monitor 
, , 3.2 
1.4 
Honor Soeiety 
Junior Honor Society 
Marching Band Director 
Mock Trial Advisor 
, 2.2 
2.2 
2.5 
4.0 
Senate, High School 3.2 
Senate, Jnnior High 2.6 
Senate, Elementary	 2.6 
Yearbook Production Advisor '.' 4.0 
Yearbook Financial Advisor 2.5 
The extra pay indicated above will he for the first year of service. For each 
additional year of seIVice, in the same activity, the teacher shall receive an 
additional $25 increase per year. Advisors will receive credit for prior service in 
the same activity at Waterford-Halfmoon since September 1, 1976. 
In order for a teaeher to qualify for the payment indicated on the extra pay 
schedule for high school and elementary clubs, a teacher must present a proposal 
for a club which meeto: the following requirements: 
1.	 The clnb meets before or after the pupil school day or on days other than 
the teacher's workday. 
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2. The schedule proposed does not dup]ir.ate an existing activity for which 
payment is provided. 
3· The activity provides between 10 and 30 hours of activity with students. 
Salaries will be reimbursed using the formula indicated above. 
10 hour actIVIty 0.7 
15 hour actIVIty 1.0 
20 hour activity 1.3 
25 hour activity 1.7 
30 hour activity 2.0 
4.	 The proposal, describing the club and the number of hours the activity will 
be held, is submitted to and approved by the Board of Educ.ation. 
C. Chaperones 
One event = one game, band/chorus concert, or elementary event*
 
Two events = two games same night or dance
 
Contract Year Pay per one event Pay per two events Total 
Effective oq, 01 10 $40 Additional $1~ $~~ 
Effective 02 01 15 $40 Additional $22 $62 
In the event a member works three games in one night (ex. Modified, JV, and 
Varsity) the pay would be the following total payment: 
Effective 2010 - 2011..	 $85 
'The principal shall determine the need for and the number of paid chaperones 
necessary for an elementary event. 
All teachers shall be notified of chaperoning requests for home and away ganles 
in a timely fashion. 
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ARTICLE X
 
IN-SERVICE CREDIT
 
A.	 Credit will be awarded for in-service courses approved by and conducted under 
the auspices of the Board of Education on the basis of one (1) in-service credit for 
each fifteen (15) hours of accrued program time for courses taken at the end of 
the student instructional day. 
1.	 Time for credit shall be recorded on an In-service Form to be placed in the 
teacher's personnel folder. 
2. Credit will only be awarded for attending and completing the entire 
course. 
B.	 Additional Professional Development 
1.	 In·service credit will be awarded on the basis of one (1) inservice credit for 
each fifteen (15) hours of Board of Education approved and/or District 
funded workshop/conference time accrued outside of the contractual work 
day or during the summer recess. No inservice credit will be awarded for 
District approved programs that are offered during the normal teachers' 
contractual workday. 
2.	 In-service credit will be awarded on the basis of one (1) inservice credit for 
each fifteen (15) hours of service outside of the normal teachers' 
contractual work day for any teacher serving as a member of a major 
Board of Education recognized committee whieh functions in maintaining, 
expanding or improving the quality of education or educational facilities. 
C.	 ~ses Taken Outside the Sponsorship ofthe District 
1.	 No in-service credit will be awarded for courses taken outside the District 
unless a prior approval form is completed and recommended for credit by 
the Building Principal and approved hy the Superintendent. 
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2. A course must encompass a mInImUm of fifteen (15) hours of direct 
classroom instruction. 
3.	 Courses must be taken in the area of an employee's teaching responsibility. 
4.	 A prior approval form must be completed and approved hy the Building 
Principal and Superintendent prior to the start of any course. 
5.	 At the conclusion of a course, a transcript or statement must be received 
from the sponsoring instimtion stating that the individual teacher has 
successfully completed the requirements of the course. 
6.	 Teachers have the option of selecting full tuition reimbursement for the 
cost of each courSe or payment per graduate or in-service credit hour up to 
and including MS+45 for in-service courses. Effective September 1, 2014, 
payment per graduate or in-service credit hour earned will be at the rate of 
$33; effective September 1, 2015, $34; effective September 1, 2016, $35; 
effective September 1, 2017, $36. Payment for credits earned will be 
adjusted one time per year (September 1) and will include payment for all 
credits and courses completed on or before September 1 each year, 
provided the employee submits the appropriate paperwork to the 
Superintendent's office no later than October 15 of that school year. Said 
courses must meet the above-mentioned requirements and receive the 
approval of the Superintendent of Schools. No retroactive payments to 
teachers for credit honrs earned or tuition paid prior to September 1, 1985 
will be made. 
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ARTICLE XI 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
 
EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT
 
The School District shall pay the reasonahle expenses (including fees, meals, lodging, 
transportation and/or registration fees) incurred by teachers for attending workshops, 
seminars, conferences, and other professional improvement sessions with prior 
approval of the Superintendent and the Board of Education. 
In addition, any teacher may, with the advance approval of the Superintendent, attend 
such sessions at his/her own expense. 
A.	 The School District may make an appropriation each year (the amount to he 
determined hy February 1) for a Summer Program for Professional Development 
to afford teachers the opportunity to participate in activities which they propose 
and which will contribute to the professional development of the participating 
teacher and to the educational advantage of the children served hy the District. 
Participation in this program shall take place for a period of not more thau six (6) 
weeks during July and/or August aud participants shall he remunerated pursuant 
to the provisions of Article VIII, Paragraph D. Any teaeher applying for this 
program shsll agree that, ifhis/ber proposal is accepted, he/she will return to 
his/her teaching position the next year. 
B.	 Teachers may apply for this program according to a time schedule to be 
estahlished hy the Superintendent each year. Applications will he sUhmitted to a 
Screening Committee consisting of one (1) administrator and two (2) teachers to 
be selected by the Superintendent and approved hy the President of the 
Association. The identity of the teachers submitting applications shall not be 
made available to the Committee. 
C.	 Approved projects will be funded if the Superintendent determines that an 
individual applicant has made a significant contribution during the regular 
school year toward reaching the educational goals of the School District and cau 
carry out the proposal submitted. Final approval will be made by the Board of 
Education. 
D.	 All applicants will be notified no later than May 1 of each year as to whether their 
applications have been approved. 
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ARTICLE XII 
HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE 
A.I.	 Effective September 1, 2014, all employees ellvered by this cOntract shall pay 
tbirteen and one-half percent (13.5%) of their individual, two-person or family 
health insurance premiums. The District shall pay the remaining eighty-six and 
one-half percent (86.5%) of the cost of bealth insurance plan premiums. 
Effective September 1, 2015, all employees covered by this contract shall pay 
fifteen percent (15%) of their individual, two-person Or family bealth insurance 
premiums. The District sball pay the remaining eighty-five percent (85%) of the 
cost of health insurance premiums. Effective September 1, 2016, all employees 
covered by this contract shall pay sixteen percent (16%) of their individual, two­
person or family health insurance premiums. The District shall pay the 
remaining eighty-fouT percent (84%) of the COst of health insurance premiums. 
A.2.	 Effective September 1, 2014, any member participating in Matrix coverage shall 
pay fifteen percent (15%) of the ellst of their individual, two-person, or family 
health insurance premiums with the district paying the remaining eighty-five 
percent (85%). Effective September 1,2015, any member participating in Matrix 
coverage shall pay one hundred percent (100%) of the increased cost of Matrix 
coverage above PPO coverage in addition to the employee contribution towards 
other health insurance coverage set forth above for non-Matrix plans. The intent 
of this language is that the District's contribution towards the premium for any 
Matrix plan shall be no more than its share towards the premium of the next 
most expensive health insurance plan. As set forth in "B" below, members that 
are not currently enrolled in Matrix may not elect Matrix as their health 
insurance plan. 
A,3.	 Any employee participating in prescription coverage shall pay the same 
percentage contribution as set forth in Section A.I. toward prescription plan 
premiums. Employees shall participate in the prescription coverage offered 
under the health plan they select (PPO, CDPHP, or Matrix). 
B.	 The District shall provide Blue Cross PPO health coverage or a ellmparable plan 
of equal or better coverage to aU employees covered by this contract. Effective 
September 1, 2008, no new enrollment will be permitted in the Blue Cross Matrix 
plan beyond those already enrolled as of that date. Should any member currently 
in the Blue Cross Matrix plan subsequently change to another District plan, they 
may not thereafter return to the Blue Cross Matrix plan. The District shall 
provide Blue Cross Matrix coverage under the above conditions so long as such 
coverage is available from the health care consortium. The District will adopt and 
provide to those employees participating in Matrix coverage the consolidated 
Matrix benefits when such plan is approved by the consortium. The District 
acknowledges that its employees have the option of selecting CDPHP or Blue 
Cross PPO health coverage. The District shall provide a minimum of two health 
insurance carriers as options for members. Changes in health insurance carriers 
shall require the approval of the Association. 
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C.	 Married couples au staff will be eligible for one (1) family or one (1) two-person 
or two (2) individual health insurance plaos. 
D. 1.	 The concept of Maoaged Care is agreed to as part of the contract with Blue 
Cross aod Blue Shield. If the concept or intent of the laognage is cbanged, 
then the Agreement must be renegotiated. 
2.	 The drug co-pay cost on the part of the suhscriber to the Matrix and PPO 
plans are $3 for generic aod $7 for braod name drugs. It is understood 
that the health care consortium will be making a change to drug co-pays in 
the future. Effective on the date the health eare consortium makes such 
change or as soon thereafter as may be implemented, the co-pay cost on 
the part of the subscriber to the PPO aod Matrix plaos shall be the same as 
set by the health care consortium for each of those plans. It is expected to 
be a three tiered program for generic, name brand, and non-formulary 
drugs. 
3.	 Effective September I, 2002, deductible limits will be $100 for individual 
and $300 for two-person and family coverage for the Matrix Plan. 
E.	 The District shall provide an option for employees to add an optometry rider to 
the employee's primary health insuraoce plao. The full cost of the optometry 
rider shall be paid by the employee. 
F.	 The District shall provide dental insurance coverage to its employees equal to or 
greater thao the coverage currently being provided by the 80/20% Blue Cross 
plao including riders A and B. The District shall pay an amount equal to 80% of 
the dental insurance premium. The District shall provide an option for 
employees to add ao orthodontic rider to tbe primary dental plan. The full cost of 
the orthodontic rider shall be paid by the employee. 
G.	 The District shall provide the benefits of premium deductibility, dependent care 
and unreimbursed medical expenses pursuant to Section 125 of the U.S. Internal 
Revenue Code ("IRS 125"). 
H.	 The District shall continue the payment of 50% of health insuraoce premiums 
(individual, two-person and family) for current aod future retirees, as long as 
such payment of health insurance premiums for retirees is guaranteed by the 
health insurance plan in force for public employees in New York State. The 
District shall also contribute 50% of the cost of the prescription plan premium for 
so long as it provides same to current employees. Retirees electing dental 
coverage shall be responsible for 100% of the premium payments. The provision 
of insurance to retirees shall be subject to the following procedures: 
1.	 At the time of retirement, an employee shall have the opportunity to elect a 
level of healtb, prescription and dental coverage. 
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2.	 If a retiree fails to elect health insurance coverage, or later withdraws from, 
any portion of coverage (health, dental, or pre.'icription), the opportunity to 
participate in that coverage shall be peTIIlanently terminated. In other words, 
retirees who, at the time of retirement, fail to elect coverage or, having done 
so at retirement, later withdraw from any portion of coverage, shall not be 
allowed to obtain such coverage from the District at a later date. 
3.	 A retiree may change insurance plans or add a spouse or qualified dependent 
during open enrollment periods pursuant to the policy requirements. 
Coverage may also be adjusted if a "qualifying event" as defined in the policy 
occurs. It is the retiree's responsibility to notify the District of any change. 
4.	 When a retiree is eligible for Medieare Part B, the District shall reimburse the 
retiree for the cost of his/her Part B deductihle. The level of coverage will 
remain unchanged. It is the retiree's responsihility to notifY the District of 
Medicare eligihility. 
Effective July 1, 2016, the District shall only reimburse the retiree for Part B 
and not the retiree's spouse for members retiring on/or after July 1,2016. 
The District shall continue to reimburse Part B for any retirees who retire(d) 
prior to July 1,2016 and the retiree's spouse. 
5.	 Retirees electing dental eoverage must remain in the dental plan for a 
minimum of twelve (12) months. 
6.	 If a retiree dies hefore his/her spouse, the spouse shall be respousible for 
100% of all premium payments if the spouse wishes to eontinue coverage. 
7.	 If a husband and wife hoth retire from Disttiet employment, they may elect 
either a family or two-person plan in the name of either retiree. The 
conditions of subsection (H) (6) shall not apply to a surviving spouse who also 
retired from District service. 
8.	 For an employee to be eligible for health insurance coverage upon retirement 
from the District, an employee must have heen employed by the District for a 
minimum period often (10) consecutive years without a break in service. 
Leaves are not considered a break in service. Periods of unpaid leave (e.g. 
child care leaves) are not breaks in service, but shall not count toward 
completing the required minimum often (10) years. 
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ARTICLE XIII
 
PROTECTION
 
A.	 Teachers will report orally as soon as possihle all cases of assault suffered by 
them in connection with their employment. The verbal report will be followed by 
a written report to the Building Principal within ten (10) school days following 
the assault or before the end of the school year, except when not possible. 
B. This report will be forwarded to the Superintendent's Office by the Principal, who 
\-YiU comply with any reasonable request from the teacher for information in 
his/her possession relating to the incident or the persons involved. 
c.	 1. The School District agrees to save harmless and protect all teachers, 
practice or cadet teachers, from financial loss arising out of any claim, 
demand, suit or judgment by reason of alleged negligence or other act 
resulting in accidental bodily injury to any person within or without the 
school building, provided such teacher, practice or cadet teachers, at the 
time of the acddent or injury was acting in the discharge of his/her duties 
within the school of his/her employment and/or under the direction of the 
Board of Education. 
2.	 This shall include financial loss resulting to a teacher from taking students 
on trips authorized by the administration or the School District, provided 
the teacher was acting in the discharge of his/her duties within the scope 
of his/her employment, and shall require the School District to reimburse 
a teacher for any additional premiums on his/her automobile insurance up 
to a maximum of three (3) years resulting from an accident which occurs 
on such a trip. 
3.	 Teachers shall notify the Principal of any accident or claim against them 
which might be covered by this section immediately after the accident 
occurs or the teacher knows of the claim. In addition, a teacher shall not 
be entitled to the protection of this article, unless tbe original or a copy of 
any summons, complaint, process, notice, demand or pleading received in 
connection with any accident or claim is delivered to the Superintendent's 
offiee immediately after it is served on the teacher. 
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ARTICLE XIV 
PERSONAL INJURY BENEFITS 
A.	 Whenever a teacher is absent from his/her employment and unable to perform 
his/her duties as a result of personal injury caused by an accident or an assault 
occurring in the course of his/her employment and receives Workers' 
Compensation payments for such absence, he/she will be paid his/her full salary 
during hisfher absence from his/her employment up to a period of one (1) year 
(less the amount of any Workers' Compensation award made for temporary 
disability due to said injury) and no part of such absence will be charged to 
hisjher annual or accumulated sick leave. 
B.	 The School District shall reimburse teachers for the reasonable cost of replacing 
or repairing dentures, eyeglasses, hearing aids or similar bodily appurtenances 
not covered by Workers' Compensation, or any insurance offered by the District, 
which are damaged, destroyed or lost as a result of an injury sustained in the 
discharge of his/her duties within the scope of his/her employment. 
C.	 The School District will reimburse teachers for the reasonable cost of any clothing 
or other personal property damaged or destroyed as a result of an assault 
suffered by a teacher while the teacher was acting in the discharge of his/her 
duties within the scope of his/her employment. 
D.	 In order to avoid duplicate payments to a teacher, a teacher shall reimburse the 
School District for any monies paid to him/her by the School District pursuant to 
this article from any money which he/she may recover from a third party in 
relation to any of the matters covered in this article. The legal costs incurred to 
obtain recovery from the third party shall not be considered a part of the money 
received by the teacher. 
E.	 The Board of Education will provide reimbursement for repair or value of 
personal property up to one hundred dollars ($100) per item that is damaged or 
destroyed while on school premises or being used for school business provided 
that such property has been registered with the Principal. 
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ARTICLE XV 
LEAVES OFABSENCE 
A.	 Sick Leave 
1.	 Teachers shaH he entitled to twenty-two (22) days of sick leave for the first 
school year during which they are employed by the School District. Eleven 
(11) snch days shaH be available as of the first official day of said scbool 
year whether or not the teacher reports for duty on that day, and an 
additional eleven (11) days of sick leave shall be available the first day of 
second semester of the school year. 
2.	 After the first year of employment by the School District, teachers shaH he 
entitled to seventeen (17) days of sick leave each school year, available as 
of the first day of school whether or not a teacher reports for duty on that 
day. 
3.	 Sick leave wiH be granted for: 
a. The inability to perfonn duties due to medical reasons. 
b. Illness of a family member as designated in Article XV(F), 
Bereavement Leave. 
c.	 Advance medical appointments which cannot be made at other than 
during normal school hours and with advance notice to the 
Principal and suhsequent approval by the Superintendent. 
d.	 Medical emergencies. 
4.	 In keeping with sound, positive, professional practices, teaehers shall 
make every effort to save the District harmless from liability and expense. 
5.	 If a member is on an unpaid leave of absence, leave shall be pro-rated as 
follows. If a member is on paid status as of September 1st• they shall 
receive their full leave entitlement. If a member thereafter is on unpaid 
leave in that same year, the district will deduct a pro-rated number of 
those leave days from the member's leave entitlement in the same year the 
member is on unpaid leave. If there are insufficient leave days remaining 
to do so, any balance is deducted from the foHowing year. If a member is 
on unpaid leave as of September 1st, the District pro-rates their leave 
entitlement in that same year based on when the member rehlrns to a paid 
status. Under leave entitlements as of September 1, 2014, the District 
deducts 1.7 sick leave days and.3 personal leave days for each month the 
member is on unpaid leave. This number is then rounded to the nearest 
half day. 
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B.	 Sick Leave Pool 
1.	 Pursuant to this subdivision members of the Association who wish to 
participate may contribute to a Sick Leave Pool to be used by teachers 
included in the Association bargaining unit during an extended illness or 
incapacitating injury which has exhausted said member's accumulated sick 
leave. 
2.	 During September of the school year, each member of the Association 
shall be pennitted to contribute one (1) day from his/her sick leave 
accumulation to a Sick Leave Pool. Contributions to the Sick Leave Pool 
shall be made on a fonn approved by the Superintendent and the 
Association. 
3.	 Annual contributions in September may be made, as provided above, until 
such time as the Pool has a total of 360 days. Thereafter, annual 
contributions in September can be made only to the extent necessary to 
maintain the total nnmber of days in the Pool at 360 days. 
4. Applications to draw from the Sick Leave Pool shall be made in writing to 
the President of the Association and all decisions relating to applications 
for it will be made by the Executive Board of the Association. The 
applicant must submit suitable evidence of medical examinations and 
reports to assure the proper use of such privilege. All applications made 
and a written report of tbe action thereon by the Association shall be filed 
with the Superintendent. 
5. The action of the Committee in approving or denying an application for 
withdrawal of days from the sick leave pool shall be final and not subject 
to review by grievanee procedures. 
C.	 Personal Leave 
1.	 In addition to personal illness or injury, three (3) days may be utilizcd for 
personal reasons each year. In all cases when such days are used, except 
when emergency situations preclude it, the teacher shall give the 
Superintendent three (3) days advance notice. 
2.	 Personal leave may not be taken on either of the work days immediately 
before or after a holiday or recess period, exc.ept with specific approval 
from the Superintendent. 
3.	 If a member is on an unpaid leave of absence, leave shall be pro-rated as 
follows. If a member is on paid status as of September l~t, they shall 
receive their full leave entitlement. If a member thereafter is on unpaid 
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leave in that same year, the district will deduct a pro-rated number of 
those leave days from the member's leave entitlement in the same year the 
member is on unpaid leave. If there are insufficient leave days remaining 
to do so, any balance is dedueted from the following year. If a member is 
on unpaid leave as of September 1st, the District pro-rates their leave 
entitlement in that same year based on when the member returns to a paid 
status. Under leave entitlements as of September 1, 2014, the District 
deducts 1.7 sick leave days and.3 personal leave days for each month the 
member is on unpaid leave. This number is then rounded to the nearest 
half day. 
D.	 Emergency Situations 
During the school day, the Building Principal may authorize a temporary absence 
in an emergency situation, provided that such absence will not leave pupils or 
equipment 'Without needed supervision. 
E.	 Leave Accumulation 
1. Effective September 1, 2008. days of sick leave may be accumulated up to 
a maximum of two hundred seventy-five (275) days. 
2.	 Personal days not used by the individual during the year will be added to 
the individual's accumulated sick leave at the end of the year. 
3.	 Unused Sick Leave 
Upon retirement, a teacher may convert unused sick days into a one time, 
lump sum cash payment. Payment will be made at a rate of fifty dollars 
($50) for each unused sick day up to 200 days and a payment of seventy­
five dollars ($75) for eacb unused sick day from 201 days to 250 days. No 
payment is made for days upon retirement beyond 250 days. Payment 
shall be made to the member's 403(b) plan as a non-elective employer 
contribution. consistent with any applicable laws and regulations. 
F.	 Bereavement Leave 
1.	 In the event of the death of a teacher's spouse or child, said teacher will 
have available up to five (5) days of paid leave. 
2.	 In the event of the death of a teacher's mother, father, sister. brother, 
grandmother. grandfather, grandchild, father-in-law, mother~in-Iaw, son­
in-law, daughter-in-law. brother-in-law, sister-in-law, stepmother, 
stepfather, stepson or stepdaughter, said teacher will have available up to 
four (4) days of paid leave. 
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3.	 In the event of the death of a teacher's aunt, uncle, niece, nephew or 
spouse's grandparent, said teacher will have availahle up to three (3) days 
of paid leave. 
4.	 Leave may also be used in the event of the death of any person whose 
relationship can be shown to be of such direct or personal nature as to 
affect the performance of a teacher. The Superintendent may request a 
personal interview and information necessary to make a determination of 
eligihility and days allowed concerning eaeh matter. 
5.	 After bereavement days have been used, if additional days are needed, 
accumulated sick leave may be used, with notification to the 
Superintendent. After accumulated sick leave has been exhausted, the 
Board of Education may grant additional days for extenuating 
circumstances. 
6.	 Bereavement leave shall be available for each such death that occurs and 
will not accumulate. 
G.	 Visitation Days 
On occasion, the District may ask a teacher to visit another school district to 
explore other educational processes or the educational program for a particular 
student. Teachers are also entitled to two additional visitation days for purposes 
they deem important for the improvement of their own programs in the District. 
In such cases, the teacher shall submit a written request which is subject to the 
approval of both tbe Principal and Superintendent of Schools. 
H.	 Association Days 
Association representatives will be entitled to up to six (6) days per year with pay 
to attend New York State United Teachers and/or American Federation of 
Teachers AFL-CIO conferences and eonventions. Assoeiation representatives 
may take an additional four (4) days per year with any substitute teaeher eosts 
being paid by the Association. 
I.	 Legal Proceedings/Jury Duty 
Teachers will be entitled to time necessary, with pay, for appearances in any legal 
proceeding eonnected with the teacher's employment or with the school system, 
or for the performance ofjury duty, or because he/she has been subpoenaed in a 
legal matter in which he/she is not personally involved. A teacher taking sueh 
leave shall reimburse the School District for any fees he/she receives as a juror or 
witness. 
,J. Extended Leaves ofAbsence 
1.	 Extended leaves may be granted to tenured teaehers and may be granted 
to probationary teachers with approval of the Board. For probationary 
teachers such leave shall be an interruption of the probationary period, 
and not in lieu of service in meeting the requirements for serving a 
probationary period. 
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2. All benefits to whicb a tenured teacher was entitled at the time his/her 
leave of absence commenced, including unused accumulated sick leave, 
will be restored to him/her upou hisjher return. A teacher who returns 
from such leave will be placed on at least the same level of the salary 
schedule he/she was on when the leave commenced, except that a teacher 
having served at least five months in the sehoal year in which the leave 
commenced shall be placed on the next higher level ofthe salary schedule. 
3.	 All requests for leaves, extensions or renewals thereof will be applied for 
and granted in writing. 
4.	 A teacher on a leave of abseuce for a school year or more shall uotify the 
Superintendent as to his/her intentions to return to service at least five 
mouths prior to the expiration date of such leave. If the Superintendent 
has not received timely notice, he/she shall send a letter of inquiry to the 
teacher at an address provided for such purpose, by certified mail, return 
receipt requested. Failure to notify the Superintendent within a month of 
such mailing shall be assumed to constitute a resignation. 
5- If a member is on an unpaid leave of absence, leave shall be pro-rated as 
follows. Ifa member is on paid status as of September 1", they shall 
receive their full leave entitlement. If a member thereafter is on unpaid 
leave in that same year, the district will deduct a pro-rated number of 
those leave days from the member's leave entitlement in the same year the 
member is on unpaid leave. If there are insufficient leave days remaining 
to do so, any balance is deductcd from tlte following year. If a member is 
on unpaid leave as of September 1st , the District pro-rates their leave 
entitlement in that same year based on when the member returns to a paid 
status. Under leave entitlements as of September I, 2014, the District 
deducts 1.7 sick leave days and.3 persoualleave days for each month the 
member is on unpaid leave. This number is then rounded to the nearest 
half day. 
6.	 Personal "lOess Leave 
Any tenured teacher whose personal illness exteuds beyond tlte period of 
accumulated sick leave will be granted a leave of absence for such time as 
is necessary for complete recovery from such illness up to a maximum of 
one (l) year without pay. 
7.	 Association Leave 
The Board agrees that one (1) tenured teacher designated by the 
Association will, upon request, be granted a leave of absence for up to tvvo 
(2) years witltout pay for the purpose of engaging inAssociation (local, 
state or national) activities. Upon return from such leave, a teacher will be 
considered as ifhe/she were actively employed by the Board during the 
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leave and will be placed on the salary schedule at the level he/she would 
have achieved if he/she had not been absent. 
8.	 Service Organizations/Exchange Teacher Leave 
A leave of absence without pay of up to two (2) years will be granted to any 
teacher who joins the Peace Corps, VISTA, or National Teacher Corps and 
is a full-time participant in such programs and up to one (1) year for 
service as an exchange teacher. Upon return from such leave, a teacher 
will be considered as if he/she were actively employed by the Board during 
the leave and will be placed on the salary schedule at the level he/she 
would have achieved if be/she had not been absent. 
9.	 Military Leave 
Military leave will be granted to any teacher as provided by the military 
law. Upon return from such leave, a teacher will be considered as jfhe/she 
were actively employed by the Board during the leave and will be placed on 
the salary schedule at the level which he/she would have achieved had 
he/she remained actively employed in the system during the period of 
his/her absence up to a maximum of four (4) years. 
10.	 Child Care Leave 
Teachers will be granted child care leave upon written application to the 
Superintendent. Said application shall so far as possible be made at least 
five (5) months before the expected birth of the child. Such leave shall 
commence at the discretion afthe Superintendent. Leave shall continue 
for a period not exceeding two (2) years after the birth or adoption of the 
child or the termination of the pregnancy. Such leave may be extended by 
the Board of Education. For non-tenured teachers, child care leave shall 
be an interruption of the probationary period and not in lieu of service in 
meeting the requirements for serving a probationary period. A teacher 
will not accumulate additional leave days during the child care leave. 
Such leave shall end at either the start of the school year or the start ofthe 
second semester, following the high school calendar of a school year, still 
not exceeding a total of two years leave of absence. Extenuating 
circumstances for a different return date must be agreed upon by the 
Superintendent and employee, and approved by the Board of Education. 
K.	 Sabbatical Leaves 
1.	 Upon reeommendation of the Superintendent. sabbatical leaves may be 
granted to teachers who have served at least seven (7) consecutive years in 
the school system (leaves of absence excepted) for study or other purposes 
of value to the school system. A teacher granted sabbatical leave shall 
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return to the school system for at least two years after his/her leave ends. 
A contract for sabbatical leave will be signed by the teacher and the School 
Board. The form of such contract is appended hereto and made a part of 
this Agreement. 
2.	 The Board shall grant such leaves for not more than two teachers in the 
system each year, provided that such number of qualified applications are 
received and the granting of any such leave for the time requested will not 
prejudice the operation of the School District. 
3.	 Applications for sabbatical leave must be submitted to the Superintendent 
in writing no later than March I of the school year prior to the year for 
which the leave is requested. Teachers will be informed ofthe action taken 
on their application no later than the next Board meeting. 
4.	 Sabbatical leaves for one (1) year shall be at one-half (1/2) ofthe salary the 
teacher would have received during the period of such leave or for one-half 
(1/2) of a year at three-fourths (3/4) of the salary the teacher would have 
received. Teachers shall be given credit toward salary increments while on 
sabbatical leave. 
5.	 Any teacher granted a leave who during such leave engages in employment 
not stated in the application for such leave or thereafter approved by the 
Superintendent shall be deemed to have resigned. However, minor 
employment supplementary to the purpose of the leave shall be exempt. 
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ARTICLE XVI 
PROFESSIONAL COURTESIES 
A.	 Teachers shall be permitted to leave the buildings during their free lunch periods. 
Appropriate safeguards to provide a checking in and out procedure and to assure 
adequate control and supervision of the student body in the event of an 
emergency will be established. 
B.	 The children of teachers in the recognized unit covered by this contract may 
attend the Waterford-Halfmoon Union Free School free of charge. If a child of a 
non-resident employee elects to attend the Waterford-Halfmoon Union Free 
School and has a handicapping condition, the parties agree that the Waterford­
Halfmoon Union Free School District shall not be expected to assume any 
obligations of the School District wherein the parents of the handicapped child 
resides. 
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ARTICLE XVII
 
TEACHINGHOURS AND TEACHING LOAD
 
A.	 The teacher day will not exceed seven hours and fifteen minutes (7-1/4 hours) per 
day except as utherwise expressed by this Agreement. 
B.	 Elementary School Periods 
L Elementary school teachers will have a 3D-minute duty-free lunch period. 
2. Elementary teachers shall have 350 minutes of preparation time in a five 
(5) day workweek. Every effort shall he made to schedule seventy (70) 
minutes of preparation time each work day. Ordinarily, each elementary 
classroom teacher shall have a planning period during the time that is 
scheduled for a special teacher to be in charge of the class. The classroom 
teacher will be "'<Peeled to spend time with the special teacher, as 
necessary, and as determined in joint conference with the teachers 
involved and with the Principal. 
3.	 The administration shall assign extra duties among all teachers equitably. 
Teachers will not be required to supen;se bus duty. 
C.	 Secondary School Periods 
L	 The Board will maintain a school day of five (5) instructional periods for 
all teachers. 
a.	 One (1) duty-free lunch period, 30 minutes in duration. 
b.	 Two preparation periods, each the length of a regular class period, 
during which they will not be assigned to any other duties except in 
emergencies. 
c.	 One (1) extra assignment period which may require supervision of 
pupils but which will not require instruction. 
d.	 Secondary school teachers may be assigned a homeroom 
responsibility exclusive of the extra assignment period as defined in 
(c) above. Sueh homeroom respon~ibnityshall consist of those 
duties required for attendance, school bulletins and general school 
"settling in'" time. In addition, the homeroom teacher may be held 
responsible for the supervision ofstudents who are not in 
attendance at clubs or other functions during activity days. 
e. High school science laboratory periods will be counted as 
instructional periods. 
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f.	 A teacher responsible for five (5) different instructional course 
preparations will not be required to perform a one-period 
supervisory assignment. 
2.	 The administration shall assign homeroom duties and duties assigned 
during the extra assignment periods among all teachers equitably. 
D.	 The amount of time in a part-time teacher's work schedule shall be based on a 
percentage of the amount of time in a full-time teacher's work schedule. Duties 
performed by full-time teachers shall be assigned to part-time teachers on a 
prorated basis, if the duties can be performed within the part-time teacher's 
designated work schedule. 
E.	 The R&C Committee of the Association will consult with the Superintendent in 
the development of a 185 school-day calendar. The 185'h day is a work day to be 
used as an additional Superintendent's day or, in extenuating circumstances, may 
be used as an additional emergency day. The Board-approved calendar will be 
made an appendix to the contract. 
F.	 The number of faculty and staff meetings at which attendance is mandatory after 
the school day will not exceed ten of each, if possible, in any school year. Except 
in emergencies, prior notice of at least three (3) days will be given along with an 
agenda of the proposed meeting. 
G.	 The length of time for any mandated attendance at meetings beyond the school 
day will not exceed one and one-half (1-1/2) hours from the beginning ofthe 
meeting. 
H.	 Ordinarily, the Association President will be released from all non-teaching 
duties (homeroom, study hall, lunch duty, detention) for Association business. 
When required to attend Committee on Special Education (CSE) meetiugs 
during vacation periods, teachers will be reimbursed at the rate of: 
Current Base Step 3 divided by 200 days divided by 7.25 hours equals the hourly 
rate. 
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ARTICLE XVIII
 
DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAM
 
It is agreed between the Waterford-Halfmoon School District and the Waterford 
Teachers' Association that the following principles will be complied with as long as the 
Distance Learning Program (DLP) is offered or until changed by mutual agreement of 
the parties. The District will adhere to all collective association bargaining agreements 
as they appear in the current agreement between the school district and the teachers' 
association and to the guidelines established by the distance learning instruction 
planning committee. 
A	 The purpose of the Saratoga Adirondack Distance Learning Network is to expand 
educational and vocational opportunities to students utilizing the latest 
telecommunication equipment available to local school districts. When any new 
course, taught by a WTA member, is deemed appropriate by the Instruction 
Planning Committee (IPC) for the DLP, its offering and subsequent transmission 
will be discussed with the local bargaining agent. 
B.	 The distance learning program will be taught hy qualified/certified people trained 
in the use of distance video learning technology. 
C.	 Although the district shall determine the staffing needs as it currently does with 
the presentation of all instructional programs, the DLP shall not be the sole 
reason for a reduction of a staff member from full-time employee to part-time 
employee. 
D.	 The district will assign only qualified/certified staff members who expressed 
interest in the Distance Learning Program. 
E.	 Teachers who participate in the Distance Learning program shall continue to be 
covered hy all the benefits that are presently provided in the current local WTA 
contract. This agreement shall not be interpreted or applied to deprive teachers 
of the professional advantages heretofore enjoyed. 
F.	 The district will organize the Distance Learning program so that it will have as 
minimal effects as possible on the general overall operation ofthe instructional 
schedule. If a teaeher agrees to work beyond the regular teacher day, mutually 
agreed upon compensation will be provided. 
G.	 Teachers participating in the Distance Learning program shall be evaluated in the 
same manner as all other unit members, in accordance with the collective 
bargaining agreement. 
H.	 Taping for the purpose of instruction and evaluation will he through the mutual 
consent of the teacher and the district. Such tapes, if any, will not he used 
without mutual agreement. 
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I.	 The class size of Distance Learning classes will be determined in accordance with 
existing contractual language and sound educational practices. For the purpose 
ofreaching an agreement, it will be the goal ofthe Waterford-Halfmoon School 
District to limit to ten (10) students per sending site and five (5) students per 
receiving site to a recommended maximum of twenty (20) students per course. 
These class size limits can be exceeded based on the mutual agreement of the 
district and the Distance Learning Instructor. 
J.	 In the event that the Distance Learning Program is transmitted over public cable 
television, the district will meet with the instructor to discuss the need to 
scramble the signal. 
K.	 The grading of the Distance Learning students shall be the responsibility of the 
classroom teacher, and consistent with course requirements as determined by the 
curriculum guidelines. 
L.	 Supervision of the students will be the responsibility of each distance learning 
site. The specific responsibility will be determined by the local building 
administrator, and will be consistent with the Long Distance Learning guidelines. 
M.	 If a teacher at the receiving site is given any instructional or supervisory 
responsibility it will be handled the same as such assignments covered in the 
local contract. 
N.	 Compensation will be in accordance with agreement made in the local collective 
bargaining agreement; curriculum development and conferences will be the 
responsibility of the school district. 
o.	 The district will organize a local distance learning committee consisting of 
building administrators, a WfA designee, teaeher(s) involved in the Distance 
Learning program and other staff members deemed appropriate. The distance 
learning r.ommittee shall partieipate in all matters pertaining to the Distance 
Learning program and its recommendation will be advisory to the district 
administration. 
P.	 The district will be responsible for providing an on-site trained, qualified 
technician to operate and handle problems related to the operation of the 
Distance Learning program classroom. 
Q.	 Teachers participating in the Distance Learning program will be assigned 
supervisory duties r.onsistent with the nature of their teaching responsibilities 
and in agreement with the current bargaining agreement. 
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ARTICLE XIX
 
COMPENSATORYTIME
 
If needed, additional time, within the regular instructional day, shall be granted for the 
planning, coordination, administration, implementation and evaluation of programs) 
courses of study and/or tests which are not included in the regular workload. Such 
duties include, but are not limited to, mainstreaming, IEP's and duties related to 
standardized tests and State-mandated tests. 
Implementation of the above sbaB be developed by the Rules and Curriculum 
Committee in conjunction with the Superintendent or his/her designated 
representative. 
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ARTICLE XX
 
CLASS SIZE
 
A.	 There is set forth in Column 1 labeled "goal" the number of students for each of 
the enumerated classes deemed to be desirable goals which the School District 
will endeavor to reach in order to provide high quality education. In column 2
 
labeled "range" there is set forth maximum goals.
 
Kindergarten and First Grade 20 
GOAL RANGE
 
25
 
Second Grade 25 27
 
Third through Sixth Grade 25 30
 
Physical Education-Elementary 30 40
 
Special Subject Area
 
(Art, Music, Library) 30
 
Secondary School
 
Academic Subjects 25 30
 
Industrial Arts 15 
Physical Education 30
 
20
 
Art 20 25
 
Vocational Education 15 20
 
4° 
Study Hall
 
Junior High School 25 30
 
Senior High School 75 90
 
B.	 If the number of students assigned to a class exceeds the range, the teacher 
involved or the Association may notify the Administration of a concern. The 
Administration shall meet with the involved teacher and/or the Association to 
discuss the concern, and within three weeks ofbeing notified of the concern, shall 
submit a recommendation eoncerning the matter for the Board of Education's 
consideration. 
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ARTICLE XXI 
TEACHEREMPWYMENT 
A.	 All newly employed or reinstated teachers shall be placed on a salary step which 
takes into consideration prior teaching experience and which may include credit 
for military service and/or other employment. Thereafter, a teacher serving at 
least five (5) months in the school year shall be placed on the next higher level of 
the salary schedule the followiug year. 
B.	 Teachers holding probationary appoiutments will be notified by April 1 of a 
recommendation by the Superintendent that their services not be continued for 
the next school year. However, this provision shall not apply to a first year 
probationary teacher hired after January 1. 
Teachers who do not intend to return for the next school year should notify the 
Superintendent of Schools by April 1 of the current school year. No other 
notification other than that mentioned herein shall be requested by either party 
unless both parties mutually agree to it. 
C.	 In following the curriculum, teachers should encourage students to develop 
considered, responsible, rational positions on issues of concern. If a question 
should arise about subject matter covered or material used, a teacher may meet 
with the Board of Education or a committee of its members to discuss the matter. 
The Association may also participate if it so desires. 
D.	 All vacancies and newly established positions will be posted in the faculty room of 
every school building. Such notification will also include the deadline date for 
making application for said vacancy or newly established position. When school 
is in session, such notification shall be posted as far in advance as practicable, 
ordinarily at least 15 days before the final date when applications must be 
submitted. Teachers who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their 
applications in writing to the Superintendent of Schools within the time limits 
specified in the notice. 
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Teachers who desire to apply for a vacancy which may be filled during tbe 
summer vacation period shall submit their names to the Superintendent of 
Schools, together with the position or positions they desire to apply for and an 
address where they can be reached during the summer vacation period. The 
Superintendent shall notify such teachers of any vacancy in a position for which 
they wish to apply and such notification shall be sent as far in advance as 
possible. In addition, the Superintendent of Scbools shall post a list of vacancies 
to be filled during the summer months on a bulletin board at the administrative 
office as soon as the vacancy is known to exist and shall send such list to the 
President of the Association. 
E.	 There will be a permanent copy of the Board policy manual prominently placed in 
every faculty room and Building Principal's office by tbe first day of regular 
school of the academic year. New materials will be added to the book in the 
faculty room as tbe materials are provided by the Board. The book will be 
updated by the Administration as soon as possible after a policy addition or 
change. 
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ARTICLE XXII
 
TEACHERASSIGNMENTS AND TRANSFERS
 
A. Teacher Assignments (defined as a change from one grade ur subject to 
another within the same school building): 
1.	 Teachers will be notified of their teutative programs for the comiug school 
year iucluding the school or schools to which they will be assigned, the grades 
and/or subject area that they will teach and any special or unusual classes or 
students that they will have, as soon as practicable. 
2.	 Teacher assignments will be made without regard to race, creed. color, 
religion, nationality, sex or marital status 
3.	 The administration will strive to make assignments so that no secondary 
teacher shall be assigned more than three consecutive instructional periods 
without a lunch period or other break and no elementary teacher will be 
responsible for students more than two and one-half (2-1/2) hours without a 
break. 
4.	 The administration will strive to make assignments so that no secondary 
teacher shall be assigned to teach in more than two subject areas nor shall any 
teacher be assigned more than three teaching preparations at one time 
without the teacher's consent. 
S.	 All newly employed personnd shall be assigned a specific placement as soon 
as practicable after appointment. 
6.	 Teachers may conduct departmental meetings whereby they will have tbe 
opportunity to express their ideas and preferences in regard to teaching 
assignments. If at all possible, an administrator should be present at these 
meetings. If not, information from these meetings will be passed on to the 
administration for consideration when determining assignments of teachers. 
Any such input must be submitted by teachers to the building principal no 
later than Aprill". 
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7·	 Voluntary Reassignment - A teacher who desires a change in grade 
and/or subject assignment may me a written statement of such desire with 
their immediate supervisor ordinarily no later than February 1st for the 
following year. Such a statement shall include the grade and/or subject to 
which the teacher desires to be assigned in order of preference. The 
Superintendent shall notify teachers who have submitted such requests as 
soon as practicable, and nonnally no later than May 15th, of the decision on 
the requested assignment change. 
8.	 Involuntary Reassignment - An involuntary reassignment will be made 
only when necessary and in the best interests of the school system. An 
involuntary reassignment will only be made after a meeting betw'een the 
teacher involved and the Superintendent or his/her designee. At the meeting 
the teacher will be notified of the reasonCs) for the involuntary reassignment. 
Notice of being involuntarily reassigned will be given to a teacher as soon as 
practicable and normally no later than May 1". 
B.	 Teacher Transfers Cdefined as movement from one school building to 
another): 
1.	 Voluntary Transfer - A teacher may submit a written request to the 
Superintendent of Schools if he/she wishes to be considered for a transfer to a 
vacancy in a different building. Such request must be filed ordinarily no later 
than February ,,, for the following year. Such request must include the 
building to which he/she is asking to be transferred and the grade and/or 
subject to which the teacher wishes to be considered, in order of preference. 
The Superintendent ofSchools shall notify teachers who have submitted such 
requests as soon as practicable, and normally no later than May 15th, of the 
decision on the transfer request. A teacher's request for voluntary transfer 
will be honored to the extent that it does not contlict with the instructional 
requirements and best interest ofthe school system. 
2.	 Involuntary Transfer - The parties agree that involuntary transfers CLe. 
those initiated by the District without teacher consent) will be made only 
when necessary and in the best interests of the school system. An involuntary 
transfer will only be made after a meeting between the teacher involved and 
the Superintendent or his/her desigoee. At the meeting, the teacher will be 
notified ofthe reasonCs) for the involuntary transfer. Notice of being 
involuntarily transferred will be given to a teacher as soon as practicable and 
normally no later than May 1". The Superintendent of Schools shall advise 
the teacher who is being involuntarily transferred of positions available in the 
teacher's tenure area(s), and invite the teacher to request such positions, in 
order of preference. The teacher's preference is one of the factors to be 
considered in making the transfer. When two or more teachers have similar 
qnalifications for a position and are being considered for an involuntary 
transfer shall be the teacher with the fewest continuous years of service as a 
teacher in the School District. 
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ARTICLE XXIII
 
TEACHER EVALUATION
 
A.	 All sections ofArticle XXIII, which refer to "teachers", shall also apply to pupil 
personnel service providers (Psychologists, Social Workers, School Counselors, 
Student Assistance Counselors, etc.), unless otherwise noted. 
B.	 A copy of all evaluation forms in use will be provided to each new teacher within 
ten (10) days after the commencement of their employment. The current 
evaluation forms in use are attached hereto as Appendix B. 
C.	 The Superintendent and/or the Principal shall make at least three (3) class 
observations during the course of the school year during a teacher's probationary 
period. Probationary pupil personnel service providers will have at least two (2) 
formal observations by an administrator and one (1) alternative assessment each 
year. Tenured teachers MIl be evaluated every year. Every other year's 
assessment must be a formal observation perfonned by an administrator. On 
alternate years, teachers may choose an alternative assessment or have a fonnal 
observation by an administrator. 
D.	 Teachers will be given a copy of any class visit report or written evaluation report 
prepared by their supervisors at least one (1) day before any discussion 
conference, unless both parnes mutually agree to waive this requirement. Such 
reports or evaluations will be returned to the teacher within ten (10) school days 
of the class visit or observation unless there are extenuating circumstances. Year 
end evaluations will normally be received prior to the last day of school. 
E.	 No such report shall be placed in a teacher's file, or otherwise acted upon, 
without a prior conference with the teacher and signature by the teacher to 
indicate he/she has read and understood it and had an opportunity to reply to it. 
F.	 It is the joint responsibility of the evaluator and the teacher to improve the 
educational program for the children through the development of a cooperative 
response to observations. The evaluator is to assist the teacher to improve 
his/her teaching performance where evaluation indicates improvement is 
needed. The teacher, to the best of his/her ability, is responsible for seeking hclp 
from the evaluator(s) and other staff who can help him/her improve classroom 
instruction. 
G.	 At the beginning of the school year, administrators will inform teachers that they 
may request additional observations to aid the improvement of instruction or 
service delivery. During the school year, administrators will attempt to provide 
such observations when requested by teachers who have received unsatisfactory 
evaluations or are at any step in the Professional Growth Plan/Process. 
H.	 Recognizing the value ofteacher supervision and evaluation, the Board of 
Education agrees to support the development of a continuing program of 
constructive supervision by the Superintendent and School Principal. Each 
teacher's immediate supervisor shall annually prepare a written evaluation of the 
teacher's performance which will be discussed with the teacher then filed in the 
personnel records. 
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I.	 All monitoring or observation of the work performance of a teacher will be 
conducted openly, with full knowledge of the teacher. Public address, audio 
systems or similar devices shall not be used for monitoring or observiug the work 
performance of a teacher unless expressly consented to by the teacher in a 
particular situation. 
J.	 A personnel file on a teacher shall be maintained by the central administration. A 
teacher's file shall be open for inspection on request at a time mutually 
conveuient to the teacher and the office staff keeping such files, and shall he 
inspected in the presence of a member of said office staff. After the first visit, the 
teacher may request a third person to review hisfber file with him/her. The 
School District may exclude from the file to be inspected letters of 
recommendation. No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct. service, 
character, or personality, or which might reasonably be considered derogatory, 
shall be placed in the file until the teacher has read the material and signed the 
copy to be filed to indicate he/she has read the item. The teacher shall have a 
right to comment on or answer any derogatory material filed and the teacher's 
notation shall be affixed over the material commented on. 
K.	 Prior to the adoption of a new teacher evaluation form, an opportunity shall be 
provided for the Association to make suggestions concerning the content of such 
fonns. It is also recognized that the Association may make requests and/or 
suggestions concerning the evaluation fomI at any time during the year. Such 
suggestions and/or recommendations shall he made in writing to the 
Superintendent or the President of the Board of Education, who shall report them 
to the full Board of Education. The Board of Education may, if it deems it 
appropriate, request representatives of the Association to discuss the requests 
and/or suggestions with it or with a committee of the Board of Education which it 
designates. 
L.	 The District and Association acknowledge that classroom teachers as defined by 
Commissioner's Regulations 8 NYCRR 30.2, \\Iill receive annual professional 
performance reviews in accordance with Education Law Section 3012-C, 
implementing Commissioner's Regulations, and the District's APPR. To the 
extend any provisions of the Agreement conflict with the APPR, the APPR shall 
govern for those teachers covered by the APPR. The APPR plan shall be 
considered a part of this Agreement but is not subjeet to the grievance procedure 
except as noted in the APPR plan for probationary teachers. 
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ARTICLE XXIV 
TEACHER FACILITIES 
Teachers shall have a quiet area in which to work during the teacher's planning period.
 
The facuity room shall be available to the teachers as a separate dining area.
 
Parking facilities and a telephone will he available to all teachers.
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ARTICLE XXV
 
MENTOR PROGRAM
 
A.	 The Mentor Program is designed to improve instruction for children in the 
Waterford-Halfmoon Union Free School District by snpporting the development 
of new teachers iu the District. At the core of the program is the relationship that 
develops benveen the experienced teacher (mentor) and the new teacher to the 
District (new teacher). This relationship provides a forum for the new teacher to 
identify issues that form the basis of his or her professional development. For the 
mentor, it provides the opportunity to share years of accumulated skills and 
experience. The Board agrees to continue such program so long as it is required 
by the regulations of the Commissioner of Education and in the event such legal 
requirement changes or lapses, for so long as in the determination of the Board 
the continued funding of such program is financially feasible to the District. 
B.	 A majority of the Mentor Committee members shall be teachers appointed by the 
WTA. 
C.	 The operating procedures for the Mentor Program sball be determined by the 
Mentor Committee. 
D.	 In accordance with state regulations and the Mentor Program: 
1.	 Release time will be provided for mentor - new teacher interaction; 
2.	 Information shared between mentor and the new teacher must remain 
confidential; 
3.	 Participation in the mentaring process and information from such 
participation shall not be used in the evaluation process of teachers; 
4.	 Participation as a mentor is voluntary; and 
5.	 Mentaring may satisfy required professional development hours for 
mentors. 
E.	 Compensation 
Mentors Fnll Time First Year 2% of SteD q ---, 
Each Additional Year $50.00 
-
Pattial First Year l.q% of Step ~ 
Each Additional Year $'0.00 
Mentor Coordinator First Year 4% ofSteu q 
Each Additional Year $50.00 
Mentors with three or more years of full time appointments for mentaring service 
prior to September 1, 2008 will receive 3% of Step 3 and $50 for each additional 
year of mentaring. 
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F.	 New York State Mentor Teacher Internship Program (MTIP) grant - The 
District's acceptance of the (MTIP) grant requires all grant components be 
adhered to for that year. 
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ARTICLE XXVI
 
DIRECTOROF PHYSICAl, EDUCATION,
 
INTERSCHOLASTICATHLETICS AND RECREATION
 
When the School District's Director of Physical Education, Interscholastic Athletics and 
Recreation is an employee represented by the WTA bargaining unit, that employee shall 
be subject to the following tenus and conditions of employment. 
1.	 If the Director is a secondary teacher, the inshuctional time shall not exceed a 
maximum of four (4) secondary periods, based on an eight-period day. 
2.	 If the Director is an elementary teacher, the total combined minutes of 
instructional time assigned shall not exceed the equivalent secondary assignment 
described above. 
3.	 The Director shall not be assigned an extra duty or supervisory period. 
4- Ajob description as approved by the Board of Education will determine the 
general duties associated with this position. 
5.	 As payment for those responsibilities outlined in the job description, the Director 
shall be compensated as shown below. 
2015-2 016 $5,489
 
2016-2017 $5,654
 
2017-2 018 $5,823
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ARTICLE XXVII
 
TEACHERAIDES
 
The Board of Education shall strive to maintain teacher aides for clerical duties and 
cafeteria supervision. Such aides shall continue to have teachers' work as top priority. 
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ARTICLE XXVIII 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS 
A.	 Elementary staff substitutes will be hired as needed. 
B.	 Secondary staff substitutes wi]] he hired as available for specific areas of 
certification only (i.e., science teacher, ill; certified or competent science teacher 
substitute will be called only). 
C.	 Coverage for areas and classes, where a certified or competent substitute cannot 
be obtained, will be through use of study halls or special areas. Staff members 
will be oriented to the need to provide continuity through adequate planning for a 
substitute or pre-planned study-research assignments for students. Effective 
September 1, 2008, teachers who are asked to cover another teacher's class or 
group of students shall be paid an additional $16 for each such class period. 
Effective September 1,2009, payment shall be $17; effective September 1, 2010, 
$18; eftective September 1,2011, $19; and effective September 1,2012, $20. 
D.	 Teachers who expect to be absent shall notify tbeir Building Principal of the 
intended absence in accordance with procedures established each year by mutual 
consent of both parties. 
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ARTICLE XXIX 
SUPPUES AND TEXTBOOKS 
A.	 The School District agrees that it will provide supplies so that teachers may fulfill 
their teaching responsibilities. 
B.	 The Board agrees that the Superintendent, the Business Manager or other person 
delegated the responsibility shall notitY each teacher of supplies which will not be 
purchased for the following school year as soon as possible after the annual 
budget meeting. 
C.	 An adequate portion of the funds allotted to each school (elementary and 
secondary) for supplies during the school year shall be set aside to be used to 
purchase materials and supplies which are not immediately available from 
inventories or which cannot, by their unique nature, be stocked. Such funds shall 
be expended according to the method determined by the purchasing agent and 
only after approval by the purchasing agent and the Principal involved. 
D.	 The School District agrees that it will provide textbooks to insure that each pupil 
in a classroom has textbooks for his/her own uoSe. 
E.	 The School District agrees that teachers will be consulted in the selection of 
textbooks. 
F.	 The purchase of additional textbooks and other instructional materials, changes 
in such materials or selection of new materials shall continue to be detennined 
according to the procedure presently ill effect unless a change in the procedure is 
mutually agreed upon by the parties. 
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ARTICLE XXX 
GENERAL 
A.	 IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BYAMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL 
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
B.	 Up to a maximum of two (2) unused emergency closing days will be used during 
the last week of school to provide elementary teachers with time for conferences, 
planning, writing reports, IEP's, etc. 
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ARTICLE XXXI
 
DURATION
 
The provisions of this Agreement shall be effective as of September 1, 2014, and shall 
remain in force and effect until August 31, 2018. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, the President of the Board of Education 
for the Waterford-Halfmoon Union Free School District, Saratoga County, New York, 
the Superintendent of Schools of said School District, the President of the Waterford­
Halfmoon Teachers' Association and the members of the negoti.a.ti~committee of said 
Associ 'ou, ha hereunto affixed their names and seals thi.s "..;..1 day of May, 2015. 
ONAmESCHOOLD~~~/JS-~~~~~~~~~~ij~~io~n~::::~~~-;- Date"
s/L!,-

Datr / 
~RF~~;;;:OONTEACHERS' ASSOCIATIO~Id I I, s
mil}Pr ideot Da e 
Hollie sso, "DO::a'tle""""'!--if--L"-.L_· 
slozl liS-
Dale / 
<~17///1 ~I 
5/,Q,I/;'r 
Date 
Patrick Pomerville, Superinte nt of Schools 
.,~~ 
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APPENDIX A 
SALARY SCHEDULE 2013-2018 
STEP 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 
1 44,025 45,025 46,025 47,025 48,025 
2 45,025 46,425 47,425 48,125 49,125 
3 46,025 47,425 48,825 49,525 50,225 
4 47,025 48,425 49,825 50,925 51,625 
5 48,025 49,425 50,825 51,925 53,025 
6 49,025 50,426 51,825 52,925 54,025 
7 50,025 51,426 52,825 53,925 55,025 
8 51,025 52,426 53,825 54,925 56,025 
9 52,025 53,426 54,825 55,925 57,025 
10 53,025 54,426 55,825 56,925 58,025 
11 54,025 55,426 56,825 58,425 59,525 
12 55,275 56,426 57,825 59,425 61,025 
13 55,975 57,675 58,825 60,425 62,025 
14 56,675 58,375 60,075 61,425 63,025 
15 57,375 59,075 60,775 62,675 64,025 
16 58,075 59,775 61,475 63,375 65,275 
17 58,809 60,475 62,175 64,075 65,975 
18 59,740 61,209 62,875 64,775 66,675 
19 60,861 62,140 63,609 65,475 67,375 
20 61,982 63,261 64,540 66,209 68,075 
21 63,546 64,382 65,661 67,140 68,809 
22 65,086 65,946 66,782 68,261 69,740 
23 66,347 67,486 68,346 69,382 70,861 
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WATERFORD-HALFMOON SCHOOL
 
TEACnERS PROVIDING INSTRUcrrONAL SRRVTCRq
 
LESSON OBSERVATION REPORT 
Teacher: Date: 
Grade/Subject Observer: 
Number of Students: BegiIUling Time: 
Probationary I Tenured (cir~leone) Ending Time: 
Lesson Objective: ". 
Lesson Narrative: 
T.esson and Lesson Plans--ConunentslRecommcndations: • 
Corrunents regatding assessment tools submitted to administrator for review (copy attached): 
... ~.Continues to make appropriate progress 2nd per(QrmpnJfession:dly.
 
Must address the recommendatio-M in this evaluation to make :lppropriate progress.
 
b not making appropriate progress, Profe:uionaJ Growth Plan n.equirc_~_
 
Teacher --,__._~ _ Date 
Principal _ Date 
Superintcndent _ Date -~------.-
Teacher Corrunents Attached 
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__ 
WATERFORD-HALFMOON SCHOOL 
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICE PROVIDER 
OBSERVATION REPORT 
Name ~f SCf"lCC Provider. Date: 
Positionrritle Observer 
Number of Students: Beginning Time: 
Prouati.onary I Tenured (<:.irc\e one) Ending Time: 
Narrati've: 
Coriunents/R ecornmendati (J ru.:: 
() Continues tQ m3ke J,PPI'opri~tepcogresj'" ~-nd r~~rorul.pt:0Ccision-;UY. ­ :J.
 
o Must addrelis'lbe rUilmm.endations iu (his enlu&t1oll to nuke :.tppropri:de p,n:>~rtss. 
D· .Is IlIJCimanug:l.ppro ti:J.~e- co ress,.P"roCessloP3IGrowth-Plan.Rt:suired , 
Servicie Provider Date 
Pril1cipal~ Date,­ ~ _ 
Superintertdent ~~ _ 
__---'SClV1CC Provider Comments Attached 
~---:-;:-:-:-::::-:;:-;;==-;;:;;::::::;;:-;;;;;;;;::;;:;:;<.:;;;;;;;-n;:;;;ict------
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WATERFORD-HALFMOON SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
TEACHERS PROVIDING INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
 
YEAR END EVALUATION FORM ­ COMPLETED BY ADMINISTRATION 
Fanil: completed by (NamefTitLe).: _ 
Teacher__" ~_ D"ate 
GraddSubject.__~----~" _ 
Probation3cy, _ 
Based upon.interactloll.s- throughout the school year and formal evaLuation(s) by 
administration; you wiLL be assessed on the followi.ng· eight (8) evaluation crit.eria p<Jints. 
S=Satisfactol'Y 
NI = Needs Improvement 
(lfN[ is sdected, the COLl.UOtut area win be'compkted by 3dmil'ltslratiotl inJicatwg the intermediary 
w.tervention tnken prior to tbe chd of the yeacevaluation.)
 
Comments: Admiuisll;atols will use this aru to document-intermediary communlcanons, if any, with st.tffmember
 
related to the criteri3 area...
 
Profession.aUContent Knowledge 
a. The ~eber demonstrated a thor~ugh knowledge of the. 5ubj«:t; m3.tt~ 
b. The te2.chei demOllstrated .!..!-horough knowledge of the curricuiuffi. 
c. The teacb.er demollStrated "3 thorough knowledge of tne New Ymx Stale
 
Standards and assessments. . __
 
d. "Ihe teacher demonstrated a thorough knoWledge of tcChnQlogy. aud i.ts uses in 
, the education~"~,~e~,""~·~g~.~ " _ 
CQmrnents: 
2,'. PI.:u:mingIPrepantiQIl 
~_a~ The teache.r employed effective ~gogical practiceS to 51). ,ort instruction.· ­
b. The teacher used it. variety of resources beyond basic texts in the prTaration. 
c. lnc teacher's planning reGe-.:ted realistic ex.~ectations fo[' the age and ability 
: levels Qfstud~.,--o_~_~ ~~_"~~__~~ _ 
d. The tcachec's learning goa,!~ weres:~allcnginl!: but attainable. 
e. The teacher created mean· fuUesson la05. 
( 1b.e teachec's IcssQns reflected curriculum. district goals, and standardS.
 
Comment:
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J. Instructianal Delivery 
b. The teacher incorporated a variety of learner and teacher activities.
 
-- ~~=-'tli;:(Ci¢1jCf~Ddua*wssrootD di:icotliSi~ff~!~l.x:="~~~~==---===----··
 
d. The teacher Used effe.;;tive questioning tedmiques that CU.QJUfi!.ge higher.level 
thinkm . 
e. The te3chcr pr~~_ided timely and ~~tenr-foc.used feedba~k_ 
f. The teachec demou:otJ.ated flcxibil" aJld lespoll.siveness. 
g. The teachee's lesson presentations showed depth and breadth <Jf knowlcd~e of '
 
sub·eel rm.tter;
 
h. The teache" I:onve cd cntbUSi3.'.i~;;uJ"~o~,~,u~b~i~e~cI';;=~I;;I';;'~_=~==::;:=;:::==== 
i. The (eacher demonstrated appropriate strategies that result in student leuning in 
. Ieee - _wi.th the New York State Stapdards. 
_ j. The teacher da:nonstrated successful intcgnl.ti<Jn of technology into-instruction._ 
k. The te;lcher used nutecial.$ that ~re appropriate to age and- currieulwu,~=-· _ 
, c:enuneut: ­
4. Class....'Hlm M~n"gement/Super\,i$io=n --~~cc---~c-'-~cc---
3. TIle teacher dl".monstrated classmom management skills sllpportive of diverse 
student needs and student s.afety.,_~_~_~ ~ -'--__~ _
 
'b. The teacher eslabli:lhcd eifect~~e classroom ~",o~=~-"d"~",~,_~_~__~ _
 
c. The teac~er estlblish<:d an cnvimnrnent()LI!!utnal_~~~t~d 9PP~o~rt.=---c~__ 
d; The teacher disp~~ an unders,tMd'ing of and an appreciati6~_~ersi 
c. The teacher crea~<!an atmusphere conducive to-student leaming.
 
Comment:
 
5. Student De'Vl"clopment 
11. Th-e teacher demoustIated an understanding of student developmental stages w 
the lannW.g and delivety of i¥:JuuctiOD..­
b. The teachecused-replhr apptication of developmentally appropriate
 
instructiona.1 slnt ies fur the heneflt (IfaU students.
 
c.. The tcaehec reoo and"addlessed diverse leamin s les-.
 
Comment
 
6.~ Student Assessment 
'8.. The teacherclead communic3.led the leU;~--o'ats-.---------~ 
b. The teacher implemented assessment lechniqu.es based on appropriate learning 
standards. 
c. 1l:Le teacher implemented assessment techniques designed to measttre students' 
fO ress in leamin 
d. The teacher used a. variety of means and instIwneu.t:s fOf student assessmenl 
e. The teacher explained and -showed evidence ofusi~ student perfonnana data 
in lannin instruction.. 
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Waterfonl-HalfmooD Sl.:h.ool-Distrid
 
Pupil Personnel Service Providers
 
- Year Eud Evalua.tion Form - Complete:o: hy Admiuistration
 
__ ~o,rm Compleled by (N.me/Tille):,~~~__~,-'c~__~~ _ 
Name oCService Provider 
PositionfTWc _ Dale_~----__ 
ProbatioDary _ Tenured _ 
Based upon interactions throughout the school year and formal evalualion(s) by adlUilustJ:ation, 
, . y?U will be evaluated on the' following seven (1) criteria points. 
S"Satisfactory 
N[ - Needs Improvement 
(If NI is !:elected, the comment M'Ca will be COlllpleted hy admillistration indicting ,!.he i.o.tennedi!JY 
inlervention faken priOl lo lLe elld of the year eVAluation.) 
Comments: Aduu.uistrators will use this area. to docI.I-U1-(".r!J inteunediary comrnunicatious, if any, with staffmemher 
related to tho criteria area. 
1. Pro(e$siollaUContent Knowledge 
3. TIle service pro\iider dernonsrr;;.ted skills in acea of s,pe=","'alo"'"' ~"..Iio="c' 
CoUU.LCll-t: 
2. Pl:anniugh'nparatiuu 
a. The service ronder met short and Ion -term goals. 
b. 1.be selVice provider dcrpollStrated effective ,o,'''i''''''o",·"oD'"l""ki,,',,lI,,'''=''''::-:c-:::c''''c-_--"c(;. The service provider demonstrated punning and preparation appropriate to setvice 
delive . " ~ ~ 
Comments: 
J."SCl"Ylce Delivery '--_ 
'3.. The ser\lice provider conunuoicated e~ffi~cc~"~'v~e~l~y-wcithstUdents, pll.teRls. staff, 
administrators and oomm i at lar e.­
b. The SCIVi.c.e rovidcl" dcmollllua.led: active involvement with studel1t<:. 
c. The service 'provider designed meaningful prognro.s for students as applicable; 
includin such items as small group courisding,"eveowg workshops, and otbuactivities. 
d. The service rovider: showed ini-tiativ~.. 
e. The-.!<?rvice provider responded to needs of students~ parents and staff. 
Comments; 
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WATERFORD HALFMOON SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
WATERFORD, NEW YORK 12188
 
YEAREND SUMMARY 
(Completed by Teachers Providing Instructional Services) 
l'osiJi':Jn Date 
Teacher'S Name Principa.l 
The foUowing are u:>uggesled" areas to include in your year-eud report (see Section11, EVAluation Critr.ria and 
Methods in Annual Professional Performance Review Plan), You are not required to write 10 all of the. criteria area:,; 
listed below: 
1. ['raCes.donal/Content Knowledge 
2. Planning/Pre-pllration 
3. Instructional Delivery 
4. Classroom ManagementlSupl'I-Yision 
S. Student Development 
6. Student A~SC::;SUlClll 
7. Pl"ofessional Responsibility and Collaborati<)n 
8. Relleetive and ne.~pnnsive ]'r:J.rlite 
Review of Target GoaL~' "lbe teacher will ~v"llIare the cum::nt year's goals using measurable evidence that the goal 
was achieved. 
Additional Comments: 
Conference requested by: Tellcher _ PJ:i.llcip'3.\ _ 
Teacher's Signlllurc Priucipal's Sign'3.tu.rc _ 
Date: Dale; 
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WATERFORD HALFMOON SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
WATERFORD, NEW YORK 12188
 
YMREND SUMMARY 
(Completed by Pupil Personnel Service Providers) 
Position Date 
Servi.ce .f;'royi<ler'~ Name l'rin,cipa( 
The following are "suggested" area.~ to include in your year-end report (see Section fl, Evalll.!Ilion Criteria and 
Me(h<Jds in Annu"l PrQfessional Per[Olmance Review Plan). You are not required Lo write to aU of the criteria ate.a.s 
listed below' 
1. Professl0n:t1 Knnwledgt. 
2. PlallningfPrlparation 
3. Service Delivery 
4. Stul1cl\t Development 
S. Student Assessment 
6. Profe:osional R.espol\$ibility 3'nd Collaboration 
7. ReOecli.ve a.nd Responsive Pr:l.ctice 
ReView of Tal"get Goah: The pupil personnel service provider will evaluate the current year's goaLs using
 
measurable evidence that the KOlil was ac.hieved .'
 
Addilion:al Commenls: 
" 
" 
Service PnlYlder _ l'dncipal _ 
Service Providel"'s Si2n:Lture. ~__ 
_ Principal's Si.gllatu~e _ 
Date: _ lJate: _ 
Agreement Between the Walerford-Halfmoon Union Free Sehoul District 
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WATERFORD HALFMOON SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
WATERFORD, NEW YORK 12188
 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN 
(TO BE COMPLETED CQLIABORATIVEI ,Y BY TEACHER OR PPSP AND ADMJNISTRATION) 
IPosition: J Date 
Supervisor's Signature: 
-
~_ r.l::lsi':.roOiJl Management! 
--
I'rofes!>ioJlal Res 
Supervision and Collaborati 
__Student Development 
___Rdlec.ti.vl: aud R 
Student Assessmeut Practice 
-
-
- -
Name:
- ------0 Plan Approved D"tc;
Performance An~a Criteria ~ 
(Criteria on back)
__ProfessionallCoutettt Knowledge 
__P!anningIPreparation
_Inst1'Uctiorul or Service Delivery 
!. Goal (w address the performance mea indicted above) 
2_ Specifil::, measw-able behavior (What will be done?)
3_ Procedures (How will it be done?) 
- -
4_ Benchmarks (How is it going?)
 
BcncWlllllk 1;\rget
 
f -1= 
­5_ Documentatiull t1J.<tt Ill!: goal was met. 
--.­
I-­
Procedures co,npkicd: Have the goa1(s) been meL? 
0 Y/,;S 0 y« 
0 No 0 No 
ProfcsslOnal Staff Date 
Admini.~ttator Date 
-~-------
-
Date 
----
---
-
ponsibility 
on 
espilnsive 
-----
-----
-Ag'-,~-e-e-n-,e-n-t~B-e-,-w-,-en""th:-e~"~'a~t-.-r<~o-r~d~-HC""al~hn-o~o-"~U~n-,~-o-u~F~;-e-e~S~e7h-u~ol~D"'"is~tr~i~c~t--~~--~~--- 66 
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W A.TERFORD HALFMOON UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
2015 - 2016 SCHOOL CALENDAR
 
WATERFORD·HALFMOON UFSD 
2015-2016 
July 15 August 15 
5 5 7 8
12 
" " 
15 
M Academic Year CalendarSo To W
 
1
 
Grades 7·12
 
Period
 11f6115 
1129/16Period19 
Period 4'1511626 "
" 
" 28 "29 
Period 6/17/16 6f1D/16 
SeptcrnbcJ" 15 October 15 
" 21
S. 0 To W Th F S.
 
1 4
 5
,8 8 10 11 12 
" " " " "
" 2320 
" 30 " 
25 
" 
"" " 
January 16 
S. M To W Th F S. 
7 
21" 
28 29 
2 
5 6 7 8 , 
12 
" " " 
18 
19 20 21 
" 
23 22 
28 
" " " 
30 
May 16 June 16 
so 0 T. 
1 2 3 
8 9 ~g 
~lB 17 
~2429 31 
8ldg. closed; no school for faculty, staff, nffim personnel or sludenls 
Recess; no school lor facully or s:udents; building 8, offi~es 
Regent$ Exams 
W 
4 
11 
" 2S 
Th F I_~ 
, 
12 13 
19 20 
26 27 
5 7 
21" 
~ 
November 15 December 15 
April 16 
So 
" 
To W Th F S. So 
" 
T. W Th F S.
' ,----- '-~1T2r--!1T2"I'Jr-4!"S
'­---/-_.,,-. •.... 
6 8 9'10:1112
' 
13' 14 1SI1e'1~;1_§ 
20~122'23 24 2E 
27 
" " 
3Q 31 
July 16 
2L~,~:-{ _:~.::I!:i r~~ 
10 1',,12; 13; 14,15 16 
" 
17: 1~'r-i9T2oTi,": 22';23 
25 28 27 28 29 30 
, 
August 16 
Su N Tu '!j "P1 F, ~ 
--"-1"--2 3 4. ~ f1 
+ .J.-._. 
7, B: 9 '10,11112113 
'14',15!10,-',:'--!'1e1'iiiT'2o 
-21' ii -ii-i4" '25'i 28"27 
2if.29',-30 3-';' c_
 
'-'---T--- ­
Superintendent and Professional Development Daye; no studenl5 
Staff Developmenl Days; half day for student:> if) grades K--6 
Staff Developmenl Half Day; half day lor sludenll> in K-12 
Notes 
Su L Conf!,renca Day: ~o stLde~t" 
MilS 
~/2& 3 
Lober Da , lxilkll~ c/<)S"d 
SIlI11S 3,,11001 Ope~3 for St~d~nls 1 12 
1119/15 Kdg. Meet In" Teacher Da 
11/10/15 1"..1fujI da' oT Kinde 
.,," 
W2V15 o en House; Grades 7 • 12 
9/2311~ ~" H""'B; Gr-.Qu K - e 
1019115 E., an'l E~I,ustion Drm 
\0/12/15 CQlumbus Day: buildin closed 
11111/15 Veleran.' D..y: building closed 
11/20/15 Gr, 1-6 PI'~~t Confel'(>nces; hDI! day 
11/23115 Gr. 1-6 Para~t Confero~cas, hair day 
lhankaglvin Reress; offices open 
~~21 ThankS iv;n Racen; bldg. closed 
11125/15 
1213115 Gr, 1-6 Pa... nt Conferences; half ~ay 
12123/15 -111116 Holld!ly Re""ss 
12/:l5115 &. 111116 Buitd," Clo""d 
111 a116 ML. King Da : buildin cloSlld 
1/26-11:2~ JanUary RllIlents 
2/12116 Supl. Confem""" D.. , no stud,nlS 
1/15116 President'£ D~ buildin closed 
.'!I16-211Q Fgbrua'l'a..ak 
3nJ16 Prof, Oevelop. Da : no student. 
.125/16 0111,lct Holiday; Buildl~ dosed 
4/25- 4129 April Break 
mlfG S" I ConLDay:112<1eyK_"2:P,,,,,., 
51T7f16 O,alriet VotolEi9ctlon 
5/30116 Memoriai Da . buitding o;Ioged 
6110116 liIov,n9 U D~ 
6tH - 6!W H. enl! ~ms 
6123116 cast Day 01 School 
1;/25116 ~'adualion 
March 16 
So 
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SABBATICAL LEAVEAPPLICATION
 
THIS AGREEMENT made this day of , , by 
and between the BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE WATERFORD-HALFMOON 
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT, SARATOGA COUNlY, NEW YORK, and 
______________~_~I a teacher in said School District. 
WHEREAS, the parties hereto mutually covenant and agree that in consideration of the 
School District granting to the said _ a 
sabbatical leave from to 
---,-.,----.,-----:-:-,-----,----,---cc-- with of tbe annual salary 
said teacher would have received together with credit for salary increments which said 
teacher would have received if teaching during the period of sabbatical leave, 
Said agrees to and promises to 
continue his/her employment as a teacber with the Waterford-Halfmoon School District 
for a period of two (2) years aft~r completion of said sabbatical leave, and does further 
agree and promise that should he/she fail to continue his/her employment with the 
School District after completion of said sabbatical leave, or if after returning to the 
employ of the School District he/she should leave such employment at any time prior to 
completiou of one (1) year of employment after his/her sabbatical leave, he/she will pay 
the Waterford-Halfmoon School District the amount paid to him/her while on 
sabbatical leave. If after returning to the employ of the Sehool District he/she completes 
one year of such employment but leaves such employment at any time prior to 
completion of two (2) years of employment after completion of his/her sabbatical leave, 
he/she will pay the Waterford-Halfmoon School Dislrict one-half (1/2) ofthe amount 
paid to him/her while on sabbatical leave. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands and seals the 
day and year first above written, 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TIlE WATERFORD-HALFMOON 
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRlCf 
SARATOGA COUNTY, NEW YORK 
BY _ 
-:Agr-=:e"Cen-'"Cen:-:t~B~etw:-ee-D-:t:;:'h':"e::W;-.::te-::rt~m':"d~-H;;al:;fm;-::o::D:-n';'U;:Dl;:·o=D-;F;::re::e-;;S:::ch:::o::o;:1D:::is::::t=ri::::ct:--------- 68 
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LEITER OF AGREEMENT
 
BY AND BETWEEN the Supenntendent of Schools of the Waterford-Halfmoon 
Union Free School District (hereinafter "the Dlstnct") and the Waterford Teachers' 
Association (hereinafter "the ASSOCiation"). Whereby the parties agree upon the 
following' 
1. Article XVII, Section A of the 1992-97 collective bargaining agreement between 
the parties contains a provisIon whereby unit members are permitted up to three 
(3) days leave each school year lor designated religious holidays, specifically: 
"For purposes of fUlfilling religious obligations which cannot be 
accomplished except dunng the school day, not exceeding three (3) days 
for,deslgnated religious holidays" 
2 In recent decisions. the New York State Court of Appeals (Griffin v. Coughlin) 
and the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) (CSEA v. Easl Chesler 
UFSD) determined that the receipt of a benefit based sOlely on an employee's 
participation in a religious actiVity violates the establishment clause of the 
constitutlon 
3. The decIsions in the cases referenced in #2 above renders unlawful the 
provisions of Article XVII, Section A of the collective bargaining agreement. 
4 The parties agree to delete the language contained in Article XVII, Section A 01 
the 1992-97 agreement from the parties' successor agreement. The partIes 
further agree that. in the event that the Court of Appeals and fhe PEAS 
determine that the orovision of a benefit based solely on an employee's 
(partICIpation in a religious actiVity is nqt violative of the constitution and/or other 
statute, then the provlsion and benefits heretofore provided under Article XVll, 
Sectton A shall be reinstated in the parties' collective bargaining agreement) 
SO AGREED: 
~ (-"":de 'it---<..J'-'<J_ 
For the Associati n - , For the Disfrict 
4/1,;-1(- 7J£S';91 --t--~-~.
Date I Date 
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